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The Molecular Roots of Compositional Inheritance
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Non-covalent compositional assemblies, made of monomeric mutually catalytic molecules,
constitute an alternative to alphabet-based informational biopolymers as a mechanism of
primordial inheritance. Such assemblies appear implicitly in many &&Metabolism First'' origin
of life scenarios, and more explicitly in the Graded Autocatalysis Replication Domain (GARD)
model [SegreH et al. (2000). Proc. Natl Acad. Sci.;.S.A. 97, 4112}4117]. In the present work, we
provide a detailed analysis of the quantitative molecular roots of such behavior. It is demon-
strated that the "delity of reproduction provided by a newly de"ned heritability measure g*

s
,

strongly depends on the values of molecular recognition parameters and on assembly size. We
"nd that if the catalytic rate acceleration coe$cients are distributed normally, transfer of
compositional information becomes impossible, due to frequent &&compositional error catas-
trophes''. In contrast, if the catalytic acceleration rates obey a lognormal distribution, as
actually predicted by a statistical formalism for molecular repertoires, high reproduction
"delity is obtained. There is also a clear dependence on assembly size N, whereby maximal g is
seen in a narrow range around N&3.5N

G
/j, where N

G
is the size of the primordial molecular

repertoire and j is a molecular interaction statistical parameter. Such relationships help de"ne
the physicochemical conditions that could underlie the early steps in pre-biotic evolution.
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Introduction

Biological inheritance is embodied in a capacity
to store and transfer information. Two major
schools address the origin of this process in rad-
ically di!erent ways. Proponents of the &&Genome
First'' scenario suggest the primordial &&digital''
copying of alphabet-based covalent biopolymer,
performed through template-catalysed replica-
tion of sequences (Cech, 1993; Eigen, 1971; Orgel,
1992; Swetina & Schuster, 1982). In the alterna-
tive, &&Metabolism First'' or &&Composition First''
school, early information is contained in the
counts of molecules within non-covalent assem-
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blies, and inheritance is e!ected through the ac-
tion of metabolic cycles, that generate additional
copies of the relevant components (Oparin, 1957;
Bagley & Farmer, 1991; Dyson, 1999, 1982;
Kau!man, 1993; Morowitz, 2000; New &
Pohorille, 2000; WaK chtershaK user, 1988). One
example of a metabolism-"rst scenario without
a nucleic-acid-based genetic apparatus invokes
the formation of small aggregates, or coacerva-
tion, using the terminology coined by one of the
pioneers in this "eld (Bungenberg de Jong, 1936),
and widely used by Oparin (Oparin, 1957).?
?Since criticism has been expressed (cf. Yockey, 1992; Fry,
2000) on Oparin's philosophical positions as seen in his later
work (Oparin, 1957), it is stressed that we refer here solely to
the mechanistic-reductionist aspects of his life-long contri-
butions (Oparin, 1957, 1967).
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This last view overcomes some debated aspects
related to the spontaneous abiotic formation of
information-coding biopolymers (Shapiro, 1984,
2000).

The "delity of information transfer in poly-
mer-based mechanisms has been characterized in
detail (Alves & Fontanari, 1998; Eigen, 2000;
Swetina & Schuster, 1982). In contrast, fewer
attempts have been made to formally delineate
the mechanisms of information transfer in meta-
bolism- and composition-based self-reproducing
systems (Morowitz, 1967; SzathmaH ry, 1999). The
paucity of quantitative analyses is considered
a weak point of such collective replication mod-
els, and mutually catalytic sets are often regarded
as too imprecise to represent units of heredity.
The present work addresses this point, showing
that while compositional entities may succumb
to error catastrophes under certain conditions,
high "delity of compositional information trans-
fer may be attained under other, biochemically
sound conditions.

The Graded Autocatalysis Replication Do-
main (GARD) model (SegreH et al., 1998a, 2000a)
provides a quatitative tool for detailed analyses
of inheritance without biopolymers. GARD has
its departure point with a random collection of
organic molecules. It does not concern itself with
the explicit mechanisms of their formation, or
with their exact identity. Controversies exist re-
garding the nature and substance concentrations
of the primordial chemical mixture (&&primeval
soup'') (Gesteland, 1999; Yockey, 1992). The rela-
tive insensitivity of the GARD model to the exact
composition of such mixtures has been pre-
viously discussed (SegreH et al., 2001). As in the
realms of random and combinatorial chemistry,
it is assumed that su$cient molecular diversity
has formed by a multitude of pre-biotic chemical
pathways (Bernstein et al., 1999; Chyba & Sagan,
1992; Deamer, 1997; Kau!man, 1993; McCollom
et al., 1999; Schwartz, 1996). GARD, similar to
previous metabolism-based pre-biotic models,
depicts subsets of such molecules that may
undergo self-reproduction, mediated by a com-
plex web of mutually catalytic interactions. A set
of di!erential equations is then used to simulate
the chemical kinetics of processes within such
a molecular assembly, showing that composition
is homeostatically preserved upon growth (SegreH
et al., 1997, 1998b). It is shown that when
a GARD system undergoes a physical separation
process (&&splitting'') and is kept far from equilib-
rium, multiple quasi-stationary states (&&compo-
somes'') appear, which display an evolution-like
behavior (SegreH et al., 2000a).

We have now explored the universe of
physicochemical parameters that determines
whether such evolutionary phenomena arise. It is
shown that only certain ranges of statistical mo-
lecular interaction parameters and assembly size
lead to high "delity self-reproduction.

Compositional Space

Consider a collection of N molecules con-
strained in physical space. In an aqueous envi-
ronment, this could be through the formation of
non-covalent molecular assemblies, e.g. micelles
or colloidal particles (Bachmann et al., 1992;
Deamer, 1997; Luisi et al., 1999; Bungenberg de
Jong, 1936; Oparin, 1957; Ourisson & Nakatani,
1994; SegreH et al., 2001). If the constituent mol-
ecules are drawn from a repertoire of N

G
di!erent

kinds, then the assembly may be represented by
an N

G
-dimensional vector n, whose i-th compon-

ent n
i
indicates the count of molecular type i.

The assembly size is then given by

N"

NG

+
i/1

n
i
. (1)

Given two such assemblies n and m, the composi-
tional similarity can be computed as the scalar
product

H(n, m)"
n
DnD )

m
DmD

, (2)

where DnD and DmD are Euclidean norms. H is an
analog of the Hamming distance, often applied to
biopolymer sequence comparisons (Swetina &
Schuster, 1982), and may similarly be used for
de"ning the "delity of reproduction (SegreH et al.,
2000a).

An analogous similarity measure could be
de"ned in terms of mutual information or
entropy of random variables (Shannon, 1948;
Yockey, 1992). Figure 1(a) demonstrates that the
two measures are related to each other. Thus, for



FIG 1. (a) A graph showing the correlation between com-
positional similarity and mutual entropy. For pairs of ran-
dom vectors n and n@ the compositional similarity H [eqn (2)]
is plotted vs. mutual entropy, de"ned as follows:

I(n, n@)"+
i,j

p(n
i
, n@

j
) logA
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i
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j
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(Reza, 1994; Yockey, 1992). All the components of vector n are
selected from the same uniform distribution. The component
i of vector n@ is obtained through

n@
i
"wn

i
#(1!w)u,

where u is a uniformly distributed number, and w is a
weighting parameter that can vary between 0 and 1. In this
way, the degree of correlation between the two vectors can be
arbitrarily assigned. Vectors of length 1000, and a
uniform distribution for n

i
and u between 0 and 60 were used.

Calculations here and elsewhere were performed with Matlab
5.3 (Mathworks, 1999) on a Pentium III processor. (b) A cor-
relation plot relating heritability, g, to the conditional Shan-
non information for the splitting process nPn@. The
conditional Shannon information was computed through eqn
(7) using the Monte Carlo approximation. For each of 200
points, 1000 random splitting events (i.e. samplings) were
computed. Here we use k

f
"10~3, k

b
"0, N

G
"100, N"20,

and j uniformly distributed between 1 and 50.
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the simple case of compositional vectors dealt
with here, eqn (2) seems to be adequate.

For a sample n@ of the assembly n, with size
N@"fN ( f(1), we de"ne a heritability measure
g, as a mean similarity between an assembly
n and all its samples of size N@, as follows:

g(n, f )"SH(n, n@)Tn{
"+

n{

P
s
(n@ Dn) )H(n, n@), (3)

where P
s

is the hypergeometric multivariate for
sampling without replacements de"ned as

P
s
(n@ Dn)"

1

A
N
N @B

NG

<
i/1
A
n
i

n@
i
B . (4)

Under the Stirling approximation, P
s
also ful"lls

the equation

logP
s
(n@ Dn)"I(n@)#I(n!n@)!I(n), (5)

where I, in analogy to the Shannon information
content (Shannon, 1948; Reza, 1994) is de"ned as

I(n)"!N
NG

+
i/1

n
i

N
log A

n
i

NB . (6)

Thus, log P
s
is equal to the di!erence between

the information content of the original assembly,
n, and the sum of the information contents for the
two progeny assemblies, the sample n@ and its
complement n!n@. We asked how the heritabil-
ity g is correlated to the conditional Shannon
information (entropy) (Shannon, 1948; Yockey,
1992). For this we utilized a modi"ed expression
[cf. Reza, 1994, eqns (3}86)], in which the condi-
tional entropy

I(n@ Dn)"!+
n@

P
s
(n@ Dn) logP

s
(n@ Dn) (7)

is not averaged on the entire probability distribu-
tion, but relates to a speci"c value of n. Figure
1(b) suggests that logP

s
(n@ Dn) is statistically corre-

lated to H(n, n@ ). Thus, through a comparison to
eqn (3), the heritability g may be interpreted as
roughly equivalent to information transfer.

Since a direct calculation of g according to
eqn (3) would demand an excessive computing



FIG. 2. The behavior of heritability measures g* (dashed
lines), g

0
(bold line) and g*

s
(continuous lines) as a function of

Q"N/N
G
, for di!erent values of the parameter j, as

marked. For low j values, g* is rather similar to the baseline
g
0
, and therefore the speci"c heritability g*

s
is quite small. In

contrast, for high j values, and in particular for low Q, the
value of the di!erence g*

s
becomes appreciable. The curves

are computed with N
G
"100, a lognormal distribution

(c"0), and reaction parameters k
f
"10~3, k

b
"0,

o"1/N
G

and a/R¹"0.7. The heritability measures were
computed using a Monte Carlo method, assuming that the
frequency of random samples of an initial vector n automati-
cally re#ect their probability P

s
[eqn (4)].
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time, we use two estimations: a Monte Carlo
approximation (cf. Fig. 2), and a heuristic
approximation

g+1!
1

J (aN#b)
, (8)

where a and b are positive constants, J"DnD/N
and f"0.5 is assumed. J is another information-
related parameter, which measures the deviation
from compositional uniformity, having a min-
imum J"N~0.5

G
for an equimolar (diagonal)

composition n
0
, and a maximum J"1 if only

one species is present. In both estimates, we sim-
plify the computational problem through the as-
sumption of sampling with replacements.

Equation (8) provides a quantitative embodi-
ment of a previous statement (SegreH & Lancet,
2000) that assemblies which have a high degree of
bias, and/or a large size are more likely to gener-
ate progeny with a composition similar to their
own. Indeed, in the realm of Q'1 (where
Q"N/N

G
), even randomly composed assemblies
will display e!ective reproduction (cf. (Morowitz,
1967; SegreH & Lancet, 2000)), but practically no
compositional variability will be generated. To
correct for this trivial e!ect, we further de"ne g

s
,

the speci"c heritability, as

g
s
(n)"g(n)!g

0
, (9)

where g
0
"g(n

0
) represents the baseline herita-

bility of an assembly with an unbiased (equi-
molar) composition n

0
and with the same size

N (Fig. 2). g
s

is always positive, since n
0

is the
worst replicator of size N. A rough estimator of
g
0

is obtained by substituting in eqn (8) the value
J"N~1@2

G
, leading to g

0
"1!(N

G
)1@2/(aN#b).

Compositional Dynamics

The foregoing de"nitions are in the domain of
&&statics'', and can be applied to assemblies with
speci"c compositions and sizes, irrespective of
their chemical dynamics. They may, however,
also be used to shed quantitative light on the
time-dependent trajectories of compositional as-
semblies, as exempli"ed by those embodied in the
GARD model. The growth process of a GARD
compositional assembly is described by the dif-
ferential equations (SegreH et al., 2000a)

dn
i

dt
"(k

f
o
i
N!k

b
n
i
) A1#

1
N

NG

+
j/1

b
ij
n
jB, (10)

where k
f

and k
b
are, respectively, the uncatalysed

forward and backward rates for monomer ac-
cretion, o

i
is the external concentration of mo-

lecular species i, and b
ij

is an element of the
N

G
]N

G
positive matrix that de"nes a network of

mutually catalytic interactions, governed by a
statistical formalism (Lancet et al., 1994b; SegreH
& Lancet, 1999; see also Appendix A).

As previously described (SegreH et al., 2000a),
assemblies are further assumed to split upon
reaching a limiting size, and a constant popula-
tion constraint (KuK ppers, 1983) is utilized to keep
the number of assemblies "xed. These constraints
maintain the system far from equilibrium, as the
low free energy state represented by large assem-
blies is continuously disrupted. Under these con-
ditions, eqn (10) may be approximated by the
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linear matrix equation

dn
dt

"Bn (11)

with B
ij
"k

f
o (1#b

ij
) (o is assumed to be

equal for all species). A modi"ed form of eqn (10)
in terms of molar fractions n

i
/N, rather than

molecular counts, n
i
, is formally equivalent to

the quasi-species equation (Jain & Krishna,
1998).

A system involving assembly splitting, and
governed by eqn (10) or (11) may manifest mul-
tiple quasi-stationary states (SegreH et al., 2000a).
In the analyses below, we refer speci"cally to the
solution corresponding to the eigenvector with
highest eigenvalue, whose components are
guaranteed to be real and positive by the Perron}
Frobenius theorem (Jain & Krishna, 1998). This
solution, n*, represents the canonical steady
state, or canonical composome, reached by the
molar fractions of GARD components upon as-
sembly exponential growth without disruptions.

In a typical computer experiment we simulate
the behavior of an assembly of size N in a uni-
verse of N

G
chemical species. The elements

of a catalytic matrix b are sampled from a distri-
bution U (b

ij
) (see below), and the canonical

composome n* is numerically computed. The
heritability parameter g*

s
"g

s
(n*) (Fig. 2) is then

used to represent the kinetic and static e!ect of
parameter values on the simulated reproduction
behavior.

The U Distribution of Rate Parameters

The catalytic interactions in a pre-biotic scen-
ario involving random repertoires of small
organic molecules were likely to be relatively
ine!ective and non-speci"c, antipodally di!erent
from those seen in present day enzymes and sub-
strates. In the absence of detailed knowledge
about the pre-biotic components and the interac-
tions among them, we have proposed to utilize
a statistical formalism as a means for computing
molecular interactions (Lancet et al., 1993,
1994a). This is based on similar principles to
those used in the realm of enzyme design (Marks
et al., 1992; Taw"k & Gri$ths, 1998), as well as
random chemistry and combinatorial libraries
(Altreuter & Clark, 1999; Cousins et al., 2000;
Hoogenboom, 1997).

To carry out the computations in the present
study, we use the explicit de"nitions of a modi"ed
Receptor A$nity Distribution (RAD) model
(Lancet et al., 1993, 1994a, b; Rosenwald &
Lancet, submitted) in a Poisson approximation
for the distribution of rate enhancement values
(see Appendix A). This distribution contains
a molecular interaction parameter j, which may
be interpreted as the average number of success-
ful intermolecular subsites recognition events. In
the continuous approximation we use here, the
rate enhancement parameters obey a lognormal
probability distribution /(b

ij
) (see Appendix A).

In order to test the relevance of this speci"c shape
in the realm of mutually catalytic assemblies, we
further de"ne a class of distributions of rate en-
hancement factors that can gradually transform
from normal to lognormal, as follows:

b
ij
"t(1~c)ect, (12)

where the variable parameter t is assumed to be
distributed normally with parameters k and
p and c3(0, 1) e!ects the graded shift from a nor-
mal (c"0) to a lognormal (c"1) distribution.

Conditions for Faithful Compositional
Inheritance

Figure 3 shows the joint dependence of g*
s

on
the catalytic interaction parameter j and the nor-
mal to lognormal transition variable c. It can be
seen that both a high proportion of lognormal
shape, as well as a high j value are necessary in
order to attain high heritability values near
g*
s
"0.5. Speci"cally, a normal distribution

(c+0) cannot lead to high heritability, even for
very large j. The dependence on both j and c has
a sigmoidal increase, resembling a slow phase
transition. Above the transition, g*

s
reaches high

values, that represent assemblies with a signi"-
cant level of homeostasis, and therefore of faithful
transmission of compositional information in
a process akin to reproduction.

Figure 4 provides an indication that the de-
pendence of the heritability on j resembles the
classical quasi-species error threshold. When j is
large, most assemblies belong to a population



FIG. 3. A plot of the heritability g*
s

as a function of the
parameters j"p2 and c, the lognormality parameter [eqn
(12)], which govern the distribution of catalytic rate en-
hancement factors. Lognormal distributions (high c values)
with large enough j are required for e!ective compositional
inheritance. The parameters used were as in Fig. 2, with
N"30 and k"j. This was also veri"ed for a wider range of
independently selected k values. For each point in the (c, j)
grid, 1000 di!erent b matrices were sampled and diagonal-
ized for the calculation of the canonical composome n*.
Heritability values were then computed by using eqn (8).
This was shown to be a good heuristic approximation of the
Monte Carlo estimate. The correlation coe$cient between
these two estimates was found to be 0.997 for a set of over
13 000 points. The parameters a and b of eqn (8) were
estimated with a linear "t (a"0.177; b"10.5). The depend-
ence of the approximated formula on N

G
was found to be

negligible in the analysed region (data not shown).

FIG. 4. The dependence of the heritability measure g*
s

on j, in a form that resembles the quasi-species error
threshold analysis (Swetina & Schuster, 1982). Each curve
represents the dependence on j of the percent of assemblies
with g*

s
in a range (g*

i
, g*

j
) as marked. For a "xed value of j,

the di!erent curves indicate the percent ratios of assemblies
belonging to di!erent categories of heritability levels. For
example, when j approaches very small values, 100% of
the assemblies have heritability in the lowest range. Lognor-
mal distributions with di!erent j values may lead to drasti-
cally di!erent behaviors, ranging from an extreme in which
practically all assemblies display high heritability, to
another in which most assemblies undergo random split
without information transfer (low g*

s
). Computations as in

Fig. 2. A value k"j was used for the lognormal distribu-
tion.
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with high heritability. For decreasing j, inter-
mediate g*

s
classes appear, and "nally, at j&5 an

abrupt transition occurs to a state where most
assemblies belong to a class with heritability
values characteristic of a state of randomness
in a kind of &&error catastrophe''. This may be seen
as analogous to the threshold of information
transfer in Shannon's (1948) Channel Capacity
Theorem.

We next explored the way by which heritability
depends on assembly size N. Figure 5 shows the
dependence of g*

s
on Q"N/N

G
for di!erent

values of j. g*
s

is found to have a maximum
(Q

max
"N

max
/N

G
) generated by the interplay of

the dependence of g* and g
0

on Q. Assemblies
with Q near to Q

max
are the best candidates for

propagating compositional information without
signi"cant losses. Interestingly, when this behav-
ior is compared with di!erent j values, a simple
linear relationship is found to occur between
1/Q
max

and j (Fig. 5, inset) leading to a relation-
ship N

max
+3.5N

G
/j. This implies that in

mixtures with high j values, i.e. with a large
mean and variance of the distribution U (b

ij
),

smaller compositional assemblies can faithfully
reproduce.

Not all values of j are equally probable
physicochemically. As the pre-biotic organic
compounds would typically have low molecular
mass, high j values should be rendered unlikely
(Appendix A). To embody this, a normal prob-
ability distribution P(j) is used as a weighting
factor (Fig. 6). The plot displays a maximum,
which corresponds to the point at which herita-
bility is high, but not trivial, and the j is still
physically probable. In other words, this is the
region in the (Q, j) parameter space in which
non-covalent aggregates were most likely to initi-
ate a progression towards a compositionally
based protocellular system.



FIG. 5. The dependence of g*
s

on Q"N/N
G
, for di!erent

values of j, as indicated. A j-dependent maximum is ob-
served for each curve at a value of Q

max
(j). The g*

s
values

were calculated as in Fig. 2. Inset: The dependence of 1/Q
max

on j. A parameter "t gave a linear relationship with a slope
of 0.28.

FIG. 6. A three-dimensional diagram of the dependence of
P(j)g*

s
on Q and j. P(j) is assumed to obey a Gaussian

distribution (See Appendix A), centered around j"2 with
standard deviation of 4. The region of maximal probability
for the spontaneous emergence of faithfully reproducing
compositional assemblies corresponds to dark colored peak.
Computations were carried out with the Monte Carlo
method, as in Fig. 2.
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Discussion

Compositional inheritance in assemblies with
rudimentary metabolic networks may have con-
stituted a form of self-reproduction during the
earliest period of the evolution of life. The present
study attempts to form a quantitative basis for
such reproduction capacity, in parallel to studies
of the replication "delity of nucleotide sequences.
The analysis presented here may be important
for further exploration of the transition from
compositional to sequence-based systems, as
described by SegreH et al. (2000b, c).

Here, as well as in previous reports (SegreH et al.,
2000a) we have demonstrated that small non-
covalent assemblies of mutually catalytic molecu-
les may display a robust behavior typi"ed by
homeostatic growth and e!ective self-reproduc-
tion capacity. The emerging metabolism-like
networks of catalytic interactions are shown
through explicit computation to be able to be
resistant to physical splitting of the assemblies,
i.e. to manifest self-reproduction characteristics.

The present description for the reproduction of
compositional assemblies involves two separable
domains of reference. The "rst is an explicit kin-
etic mechanism for assembly growth, whereby
additional copies of the non-covalently bound
molecular components are recruited or gener-
ated. This realm is governed by dynamic para-
meters such as j or c, which in turn determine the
distribution of the mutual catalysis parameters
b
ij
. The second domain of relevance is related to

assembly splitting, a crucial step which embodies
progeny generation. We use here a newly de"ned
graded heritability measure, g*

s
, to quantify an

assembly's capacity to give rise to new assemblies
whose compositions resemble its own. This
de"nition is based on static parameters
(n, N, N

G
, H), that quantify properties of assem-

blies and their mutual relationships, irrespective
of the dynamic processes that may have under-
lain their appearance and change.

The essence of the present treatise is the integ-
ration of static and dynamic concepts to allow
a mathematical description of compositional re-
production for the capacity to transfer infor-
mation to progeny. A cornerstone of this analysis
is the use of a statistical formalism for pair-wise
molecular interactions in a random chemistry
setting. This provides a means for tracing the
molecular roots of compositional inheritance.

We realize that g*
s

does not manifest the entire
gamut of dynamic properties of a compositional
assembly. First, they are based only on the ca-
nonical composome n*, while a complete descrip-
tion would require looking at multiple steady
states. Also, relying on g*

s
does not allow one to
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fully capture the complex universe of kinetic fates
available to an assembly, whereby if low herita-
bility obtains after splitting, the progeny could
trace a dynamic trajectory that would lead it
back to the canonical quasi-stationary state.
However, the broader signi"cance of the herita-
bility measures lies in the fact that assemblies
displaying high heritability are less susceptible to
compositional mutation-like events that might
bring them to other domains in compositional
space.

An important result of the present study is
a clear de"nition of the conditions for attaining
a high heritability value. We show that homeo-
static compositional replicators emerge if the
catalytic rate enhancement factors are distributed
lognormally. In contrast, if a normal distribution
prevails, assemblies capable of generating faithful
progeny are not observed in the computer simu-
lations. This is true even for high j values that
guarantee appreciable mutual catalysis. The long
tail of the lognormal distribution appears to pro-
vide an appropriate diversity of rate enhance-
ment values, thus a!ording optimal mutually
catalytic networks. It appears signi"cant that
lognormal distributions also govern the interac-
tions of present-day biomolecules, in particular
when combinatorial libraries are involved (Gold-
stein, 1975; Inman, 1978; Lancet et al., 1993,
1994a; Macken & Perelson, 1991; Rosenwald &
Lancet, submitted).

Barabasi and colleagues (Albert et al., 2000;
Barabasi & Albert, 1999; Jeong et al., 2000) have
recently suggested that large-scale cellular meta-
bolic networks in numerous present-day organ-
isms derive their stability from speci"c global
properties. In such &&scale-free'' networks, the
probability distribution of the number of links for
each node decays as a long-tailed power law. The
stability of the networks described in the present
study may similarly stem from the long-tail dis-
tribution of mutual interactions embodied within
them. Likewise, our formalisms may be generaliz-
ed to any system with agent-like units whose
mutual interactions are distributed lognormally.
Future studies should further explore this intri-
guing analogy.

In studies that address the "delity of replica-
tion for sequence-based biopolymers, a copying
machinery (polymerase) is usually assumed to be
at work, which generates similes of an original
sequence with a particular "delity. It was demon-
strated that if the accuracy of replication per
monomer position drops below a threshold, an
&&error catastrophe'' results, whereby most of the
generated sequence progeny are rather distant
from the original one. Signi"cantly, the present
analysis of compositional dynamics in a GARD
system suggests the occurrence of a similar error
threshold phenomenon. We demonstrate that
this will happen in GARD assemblies when either
a global molecular interaction parameter j drops
below a minimal value, or the size of the assembly
is outside a speci"c range.

The results of the present work go beyond the
speci"c GARD embodiment. This is because the
heritability g*

s
depends more on the statistical

behavior of compositional vectors than on the
dynamic behavior as manifested in the kinetic
equations. We believe that the formalisms used
here may serve as a platform for future research
aiming at a general mathematical description of
the emergence of molecular self-reproduction
and evolution. More detailed knowledge of the
statistical properties of a pre-biotic mixture, as
well as more explicit models for non-covalent
assembly growth and splitting would eventually
lead to more realistic predictions of constraints
for the origin of life.

This paper is dedicated to the memory of Shneior
Lifson, friend and teacher, a pioneer of the origin of
life research, who passed away on January 23, 2001.
Doron Lancet holds the Ralph and Lois Silver Chair
in Human Genomics. This work was supported by the
Crown Human Genome Center, the Krupp founda-
tion, and the Weizmann Institute Glasberg, Levy,
Nathan Brunschwig and Levine funds. We thank Dr
Luca Peliti and Dafna Ben-Eli for useful discussions
and Orna Man for her comments on the manuscript.
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APPENDIX A

Consider the following unimolecular conver-
sion reaction that may proceed with catalysis
(k

catal
) or without it (k

uncat
):

B
k
catal$&&
C

A
k
uncat&&" B. (A.1)
The catalytic rate enhancement coe$cient is
de"ned by

b"k
catal

/k
uncat

. (A.2)

Applying a transition state theory formalism
for enzymes or catalytic antibodies (Kraut, 1988;
Stewart & Benkovic, 1995) to this simple cata-
lytic reaction, leads to the scheme shown in
Fig. A1, with k

uncat
"Ktkt and k

catal
"K

AC
K

C
t

k
C
t"KtK

AC
tk

C
t. Assuming the catalyst does not

a!ect the vibrational modes of the substrate,
kt"kt

C
obtains, and therefore

b"Kt
AC

. (A.3)

Hence, the catalysis enhancement coe$cient b is
the measure of a binding pseudo-equilibrium
constant between the transition state species
A and the catalyst C.

This equality enables us to apply existing mod-
els for the distribution of receptor binding a$n-
ities (Goldstein, 1975; Janin, 1996; Lancet et al.,
1993; Rosenwald & Lancet, submitted) to the
context of prebiotic catalytic networks. One of
these statistical models, the Receptor A$nity
Distribution (RAD) model (Lancet et al., 1993)
was "rst introduced for studying recognition
properties in multireceptor repertoires, as found
in the immune and in the olfactory systems. The
RAD model suggests that the number of interac-
tions ¸ contributing to the energy of binding
between a receptor and an arbitrary set of ligands
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is distributed binomially:

P(¸)"
B!

¸!(B!¸)!A
1
SB

L

A1!
1
SB

B~L
, (A.4)

where B is the number of subsites within the
binding site and S is the subsite diversity.

The a$nity of binding K is related to ¸

through the following relation: ¸"(R¹/a) log(K)
where a is the average energy contribution for
a single subsite interaction, R is the gas constant
and ¹ is the absolute temperature. Based on the
transition state logic, we propose that the distri-
bution of the b

ij
values behaves similarly and

therefore write

¸"(R¹/a) log (b
ij
) . (A.5)

In a Poisson approximation the probability
distribution can be written as (Rosenwald &
Lancet, submitted)

P(¸)"
jL

¸!
e~j (A.6)

with j"B/S. ¸ may further be interpreted as a
continuous variable in a Gaussian approximation

P(¸)"
1

pJ2n
expC!

(¸!k)2
2p2 D, (A.7)
where k"j and p"j1@2. By using the
standard rule for transforming probability
distributions

U(b
ij
)"P(¸)

d¸
db

ij

(A.8)

and based on eqns (17) and (18), an explicit ex-
pression is obtained for U(b

ij
) as a log-normal

distribution:

U(b
ij
)"

1
b
ij

1

(pa/R¹)J2n

]expC!
(logb

ij
!(ka/R¹))2

2(pa/R¹)2 D . (A.9)

The Poisson RAD model implies a linear rela-
tionship between the average size of the binding
determinants (number of subsites, B) and the mo-
lecular interaction parameter j. B is related to the
average size of the smaller reactant in a binary
association. Therefore, we deduce that P(j), the
probability distribution for the parameter j, is
similar to that of molecular sizes in a primordial
mixture. For simplicity, we assume that P(j) is
Gaussian (Fig. 6), manifesting the notion that
extreme values of j are improbable.
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